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ABSTRACT With rapidly increasing adoption of cloud computing and the advancement of today mobile

computing, it is inevitable that mobile devices are used to receive and send the data through the mobile cloud

platform. This increases the convenience and flexibility of data access over the cloud computing since data

users are able to access the shared data anytime, anywhere viamobile devices. However, usingmobile devices

in accessing shared data in a cloud where the sensitive data is encrypted is not practical because mobile

devices have limited computing resources in dealing with heavy cryptographic operations. In this article,

we propose a lightweight collaborative ciphertext policy attribute role-based encryption (LW-C-CP-ARBE)

scheme to support a fine-grained and lightweight access control for mobile cloud environment. We apply

CP-ABE approach as a core cryptographic access control and introduce a new proxy re-encryption (PRE)

protocol to reduce data re-encryption and decryption cost for the mobile users. To this end, the overhead in

running the cryptographic operation at the end-user device is small. In addition, we develop secure access

policy sharing and re-encryption protocol to enable users havingwrite privilege to update the data and request

the proxy to perform data re-encryption. Finally, we present the evaluation and experiments to demonstrate

the efficiency and practicality of our system.

INDEX TERMS Access control, CP-ABE, role-based, mobile cloud, proxy re-encryption, write privilege.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data outsourcing service in cloud has been getting much

more adoption by many enterprises for their data sharing

solution. The way to store, retrieve, view, and manipulate the

data is prone to be done by various kinds of smart mobile

computing terminal such as mobile phone, tablets. Generally,

mobile devices have limited computing resources especially

the storage and computing power. Hence, they are more

suitable for dealing with less-computing tasks while a large

volume of data is housed at the cloud service provider (CSP).

More recent mobile devices have been developed to have

more computing power to do more power-consuming tasks

such as update data, query the data over the remote database.

Nevertheless, they have limited capability in running sophis-

ticated tasks because its computing resources (e.g. processor,

energy, storage) cannot achieve the suitable performance as

it should be compared to the PCs or server.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Fan-Hsun Tseng .

There are a number of mobile cloud applications allowing

data owners to upload data, video, movie clips, photo to the

cloud in order to share to their users. The users then can access

these shared data deliberately via their PCs or smart mobile

devices. However, if the content of data is sensitive or the

owner only wants to share the data to a certain groups of

user, these data must be protected from the CSPs and other

unauthorized users. Generally, CSPs can be considered as

honest but curious as they will operate the functions and ser-

vice correctly, but may probe or possibly explore the content

stored in the cloud server. Therefore, security and privacy

protection of the shared data is paramount of importance.

Existing cloud applications generally adopt encryption tech-

niques and access control model to support the security and

privacy of the outsourced data.

Cryptographic access control is among the most effective

solutions for suitable controls of shared data since it supports

both access control and encryption feature. Data users are

thus required the authorization with the decryption capability

to gain access to the shared data.
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Attribute-based encryption (ABE) introduced by Sahai and

Waters [8] is a generalization of an identity-based encryption.

Its variants called Key-Policy Attribute based Encryption

(KP-ABE) and Ciphertext Policy Attribute-based Encryp-

tion (CP-ABE) were developed by Goyal et al. [11] and

Bethencourt et al. [1] respectively. They have been widely

employed bymanyworks as a core construct of a fine-grained

access control for outsourced data. In KP-ABE, a message is

encrypted by a set of attributes, users having the attributes that

satisfy the access structure associated to the secret key can

decrypt the ciphertext. In CP-ABE, the message is encrypted

by the access structure defined by the data owner, users

having the keys containing a set of attributes that satisfy the

access structure can decrypt the ciphertext.

According to the integrated encryption feature within the

access controlmodel, CP-ABE is a nice approach and suitable

for securing outsourced data, especially when the data owners

need to control their own access policy over the encrypted

data.

Nevertheless, CP-ABE is generally not designed for a

mobile cloud environment as its cryptographic operation (e.g.

key generation, encryption and decryption) is based on pair-

ing operation, exponentiation, and multiplication [13] that

consume a large amount of computation resources in exe-

cuting the cryptographic functions. Therefore, the straight-

forward deployment of CP-ABE for in mobile cloud is not

applicable. In addition, most CP-ABE approaches provide

read access only as the write access can be only done by

the data owner because he/she can invoke the access pol-

icy to re-encrypt the data. Sharing access control policy

requires data privacy-preserving feature since the access poli-

cies should not be viewed by any users and their hidden for-

mats must be selectively called by the authorized encryptors

only. Delegating write access to data users is thus difficult to

implement in practice.

Regarding the policy sharing for supporting write access,

we have found that the scheme proposed in [19] is capable

to support write access where the access policies are hidden

and shared to the write-access users. Nevertheless, they are

not suitable for mobile cloud environment.

To the best of our knowledge, most data access control

solutions based on CP-ABE works are technically applica-

ble for non-mobile devices while the existing solutions for

mobile cloud are generally not designed for guaranteeing

the security when they are implemented in the semi-trusted

server. In addition, the complexity of CP-ABE cryptographic

operations is still required to be computed at the mobile client

end. Accordingly, they are no real lightweight data access

solutions for mobile cloud environment.

In this article, we propose a lightweight collabo-

rative ciphertext policy attribute role-based encryption

(LW-C-CP-ARBE) to support secure and fine-grained

access control in mobile cloud environment. In LW-

C-CP-ARBE, a lightweight proxy re-encryption (PRE)

method and privacy-aware policy sharing are introduced to

enable efficient read and write access control in mobile

cloud environment. The contributions of this article are

depicted as follows.
1. We propose a flexible, fine-grained, and privacy-aware

outsourced data sharingmodel supporting both read and

write access control in mobile cloud environment.

2. Our scheme optimizes file re-encryption and data

decryption cost based on our proposed delegated proxy.

Specifically, the mobile users deal with only the cost of

encryption and decryption of the key, and cost of taking

the random value out of the intermediate ciphertext.

Hence, the cost is typically small.

3. We develop secure policy sharing and retrieval mecha-

nism that allows all access control policies to be stored

in the cloud in the encrypted format and dynamically

retrieved for data re-encryption without the disclosure

of policy content to mobile users.

4. We conduct the performance evaluation to show that

our LW-C-CP-ARBE is efficient in mobile data shar-

ing environment. The results demonstrate that LW-C-

CP-ARBE provides better re-encryption performance

compared to the traditional CP-ABE approach.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 discusses related works. Section 3 describes the

theoretical background of the CP-ABE model and system

definitions. Section 4 presents the system overview and our

proposed LW-C-CP-ARBE algorithms. Section 5 discusses

the security of our scheme. Section 6 shows the evaluation

and experiments. Finally, conclusion and future work are

given in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORKS

This section presents related research works of CP-ABE

based access control and proxy re-encryption. Existing works

employing CP-ABE model usually concentrate on minimiz-

ing key distribution, reducing computing cost of interaction

between data owner and outsourced data storage, improving

scalability, efficient enforcement of a policy, and addressing

the revocation problem.

To facilitate the secure access control in a multi-authority

cloud environment, multi-authority attribute-based encryp-

tion (MA-ABE) solutions have been proposed by sev-

eral works [3], [5], [6], [10]. Nevertheless, none of these

approaches have taken policy privacy and write access

enforcement into their consideration.

In [10], a collaborative ciphertext policy attribute

role-based encryption (C-CP-ARBE) scheme was intro-

duced to support fine-grained, expressive, and flexible access

control in multi-authority cloud system. The proposed cryp-

tographic model provides zero key distribution cost and effi-

cient user revocation. In this system, the data is encrypted by

CP-ABE method and its ciphertext is then encrypted with the

symmetric key. The AES key is then encrypted with the user’s

public key and stored in the cloud server. For the revocation,

if the user is revoked, only the symmetric key is changed,

and the CP-ABE key does not need to be re-generated for

all non-revoked users. However, this approach is not suitable
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for MCC environment, because expensive paring operation

needs to be done by the client side.

Proxy re-encryption approach was initially introduced

by Mambo and Okamoto [15]. They proposed a technique

that uses a concept of delegator to perform re-encryption

of the ciphertext sent by the originator. In this scheme,

the delegator learns neither the decryption keys nor origi-

nal plaintext. The proxy re-encryption (PRE) concept has

been adopted by many works since the heavy crypto-

graphic operation costs are shared to the proxy. For exam-

ple, In [16], Liang et al. applied PRE in the attribute-

based cryptographic setting and proposed a Ciphertext Pol-

icy Attribute Proxy Re-encryption (CP-ABPRE) for sup-

porting PRE in a CP-ABE setting in which access policy

is used to generate re-encryption key. In [18], Kawai pro-

posed a flexible CP-ABE proxy re-encryption scheme by

combining key randomized and encrypted methodology and

adaptive CP-ABE. The proposed scheme focuses on reduc-

ing the computation cost at client side by outsourcing the

re-encryption key generation to cloud server. Importantly,

Kawai’s approach is the first attempt dealing with the out-

sourcing concept of re-encryption key generation in PRE

setting.

In [7], a lightweight proxy-re-encryption scheme called

L-PRE was proposed to support lightweight access control

for outsourced data. L-PRE offloads the re-encryption task

to be done by the proxy. The size of re-encryption key was

designed to be small with the assigned expiry period. Hence,

re-encryption key is not required to be changed for every re-

encryption. This enables the reduction of re-encryption cost

compared to other PRE methods.

Even though PRE has been proven for overheads reduction

and cost optimization for data access control in cloud comput-

ing, the aforementioned PRE approaches were not applicable

for data access through mobile devices. This is because the

PRE is mainly responsible for re-encryption function but

the data access by means of the data decryption is subject

to the user’s computing resource. Nevertheless, most of the

PRE schemes applied for data access control have not been

designed for data access with lightweight decryption through

mobile devices.

To date, there are a few works [2], [13], [17] dealing with

the secure data access in mobile cloud computing. In [13],

the authors applied CP-ABE to encrypt outsourced data and

proposed an Attribute Based Data Storage (ABDS) system as

a cryptographic group-based access control scheme in mobile

cloud environment. Their concept is to outsource the heavy

encryption and decryption operations to CSPs. However, this

approach is not practical for data sharing as it has no clear

method for secure key management for multiple data users.

In [17], a system called Mobiflage was introduced to hide

encrypted volumes within random data in a devices free stor-

age space. This prevents the data leakage in mobile devices

and optimizes the costs of data encryption and storage. How-

ever, the scheme does not provide the details and evaluate the

cost of file access by the mobile devices.

Recently, Li et al. [2] proposed a lightweight data shar-

ing scheme called LDSS in mobile cloud computing. They

focused on moving an intensive computation to the proxy

server and introduce lazy revocation method. Their scheme is

based on CP-ABE model. However, in the proposed scheme,

the clients still need to compute partial CP-ABE decryption.

In [20], the authors proposed a fast CP-ABE scheme for

mobile healthcare network. In the proposed scheme, three

semi-trusted third parties are introduced to perform most of

the computation tasks for key generation, encryption, and

decryption. This helps significantly reduce the computation

cost at client side. However, the proposed scheme supports

only read access. Also, there are three local outsourcing

servers to be responsible for generating user key and dele-

gate key, and file encryption. This incurs the trust issue and

expensive operation and maintenance overheads of the local

outsourcing servers.

Role-based encryption (RBE) has been also introduced to

support cryptographic-based access control in cloud com-

puting. For example, Zhou et al. [27] proposed the first a

role-based encryption (RBE) scheme for cloud storage sys-

tems. Basically, role-based access control (RBAC) policy is

enforced through a public parameter of role and a group

public to encrypt the data. To decrypt the data, user decryption

key containing the public attributes set and public role param-

eters are used. However, in this system, data is encrypted

by the data owner to the specific role, several copies of the

encrypted data are required for authorized users who belong

to different roles.

In [28], [29], the authors proposed a RBE technique

for a secure data sharing in cloud environment. In [28],

they introduced authorized keyword search mechanism with

efficient decryption using outsourced decryption concept.

Their proposed schemes also support data access control in

multi-organizations context. As for the RBAC mechanism,

search and revocation in role level are practical. Role hierar-

chy and inheritance properties enable efficient management

of multi-users access control. It also helps reduce the expen-

sive overhead in managing such issues in the user level. Also,

they introduced outsourced decryption to reduce decryption

processing cost at the client side. However, these works use

private cloud to keep user and role secrets. Also, there have

not provided the real experiment on the resource-constraint

devices.

Recently, there are a fewworks focusing onminimizing the

cryptographic protocols such as lightweight authentication

with privacy-preserving access control on resource constraint

devices such as mobile, IoT devices [21], [22]. However,

the proposed schemes have not focused on the lightweight

data sharing in which the mobile clients gain access to

encrypted data located in the cloud storage.

For lightweight security schemes related to identity-based

system and bilinear pairing operations, there are a few

works playing around this issue. Chang et al. [23] intro-

duced related-key attack (RKA) security into IBS scheme.

The provided the proof that a GG scheme [24] is insecure
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under simple RKA. They thus modified GG scheme and give

more security on master secret key generation. This scheme

achieves higher security and suitable for lightweight applica-

tions. In [25], the authors presented a homomorphic signature

scheme based onRSA crypto primitive. The proposed scheme

offers more efficient processing at the intermediate nodes

compared to bilinear groups and pairings. The idea is that they

applied network coding in the module over the integers rather

than over a field in a vector space.

In [26], the authors recently proposed an identity-based

provable data possession (PDP) scheme of multi-copy on

multiple cloud storage servers. They applied the lightweight

homomorphic verifiable tags to provide the integrity check

of all copies simultaneously. This helps to reduce commu-

nication cost and increase availability of the data copies in

multi-cloud environment.

Nevertheless, all security protocols proposed in [23]–[26]

have not be implemented in the mobile cloud environment.

Also, to the best of our knowledge, there are no works

supporting both read and write access in the mobile cloud

computing environment.

In this article, we aim at proposing the comprehensive

access control scheme supporting both read and write access

for MCC as well as optimizing the cryptographic-related

operations at mobile device.

III. BACKGROUND

This section describes the basic concept of CP-ABE model

used as a core cryptographic module in our proposed scheme.

Then, we give the definition of basic elements constituting

the access control policy extended from the original CP-ABE

access tree.

A. CIPHERTEXT POLICY ATTRIBUTE-BASED

ENCRYPTION (CP-ABE)

Bethencourt et al. [1] proposed ciphertext policy

attribute-based encryption as another kind of attribute-based

encryption (ABE) for access control. Basically, the concept

of cryptographic construction for both ABE is based on

the bilinear maps. A description of the formal definition of

bilinear maps is shown below.

1) BILINEAR MAP

Let G0 and G1 be two multiplicative cyclic groups of prime

order p and e be a bilinear map e: G0 × G0 → G1. Let g be

a generator of G0. Let H : {0,1}∗ → G0 be a hash function

that the security model is in random oracle.

The bilinear map e has the following properties:

1. Bilinearity: for all u, v ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Zp

e
(

ua, vb
)

= e(u, v)ab

2. Non-degeneracy: e(g, g) 6= 1.

Definition 1: Let a set {P1,P2,. . . , Pn} be given. A col-

lection A ⊂ 2{P1,P2,...,Pn} is monotone if ∀B,C :

if B ∈ A and B ⊂ C −→ CA.

An access structure is a monotone collection A of

non-empty subsets of {P1,P2,. . . , Pn}, i.e.

A ⊂ 2{P1,P2,...,Pn}/∅.

Definition 2 Access Tree T: Let T be a tree representing

an access structure. Each non-leaf node of the tree represents

a threshold gate, described by its children and a threshold

value. If numx is the number of children of a node x and kx
is its threshold value, then 0 < kx ≤numx . When kx = 1,

the threshold gate is an OR gate and when kx = numx , it is

an AND gate. Each leaf node x of the tree is described by

an attribute and a threshold value kx = 1. The kofn threshold

gate is also allowed in T, in this case kx = k where k is the

threshold value determined in the kofn gate.

B. ROLE-BASED ACCESS CONTROL MODEL

RBAC is an access control model that provides the relation-

ships of user‘s role, permission, and objects or resources.

Definition 3: RBAC is a tuple of (U, R, P, UA, PA, RH)

where:

1. U, R, P are given sets that represent the set of users,

roles, and permission, respectively.

2. UA⊆ U × R, a many-to-many user-to-role assignment

relations;

3. PA ⊆ P × R, a many-to-many permission-to-role

assignment relation;

4. RH ⊆ R × R is a partial order on R representing the

role hierarchy.

In RBACmodel, it supports role hierarchywhere a role can be

structured in hierarchy. The top role is on the top of hierarchy

while less-powerful roles lay on the lower level. In our model,

a set of attributes is mapped to the specific role in RBAC

model. We assumed that a higher role can take over all the

permissions of its lower roles. For example, a super doctor

can access (decrypt) any files that can be accessed by any

types of medical doctors.

C. EXTENSION OF ACCESS TREE

To integrate the RBAC model into CP-ABE to enhance the

expressiveness and scalability, we define attribute-role based

(A-RBAC) access control model as follows:

Definition 4: A-RBAC is a tuple of (U, R, P, UA, RH, D,

APA, Attr) where:

1. U, R, P, UA, RH are as in the RBAC model,

2. D ⊆ R × Attr is a many-to-many permission-to-role

assignment relation.

3. APA ⊆ Attr × P is an attribute-to-permission assign-

ment relation.

We define PA ⊆ P × R as for r ∈ R, p ∈ P, PA(r,p) iff there

exists an attribute a such that D(r,a) and APA(a,p). Hence,

A-RBAC is an extension of RBAC.

In cloud computing environment, a user u (∈ U ) is an

entity to whom assigned a specific role ru (∈ R) and she

requests to access the resource with a permission p (∈ P) i.e.

read or write. Attributes Attr are a set of attributes used to
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FIGURE 1. Our Proposed LW-C-CP-ARBE Framework.

characterize a role ru. A set of attributes is issued by attribute

authority AA.

In our access control model, the extended access tree is

referred to as an access control policy (ACP) used to encrypt

the data files.

IV. OUR PROPOSED APPROACH

This section presents LW-C-CP-ARBE approach. First,

we give the overview of the framework of our proposed

scheme. The details of entities and their communications

are described. Then, we present LW-C-CP-ARBE algorithm.

Finally, we discuss the security analysis of our proposed

scheme.

A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We propose LW-C-CP-ARBE as the extended version of

our previous C-CP-ARBE scheme [10] where the cryp-

tographic construct is based on CP-ABE model [1].

LW-C-CP-ARBE is proposed an access control mechanism

supporting lightweight data sharing in the mobile cloud envi-

ronment. Figure 1 illustrates the system overview of our

proposed scheme.

The system model consists of the following entities.

1. Certificate Authorities (CAs) are the trusted parties

who issue the public key certificate (X.509 certificate)

to all entities including users, AAs, data owners, and

a proxy. The key pairs and certificate are used to sign

transactions, encrypt secret key, and authenticate the

entities in the system.

2. Attribute Authorities (AAs) are the independent parties

who issue, revoke, and update users’ attributes accord-

ing to their roles of the particular domain. Each AA is

responsible for generating public attribute keys for all

attributes belong to the AA and issuing the secret keys

to users enrolled in the domain.

3. Data Owners (DOs) are the entities who upload their

transaction or processed data into the cloud. They also

specify the access control policy to regulate how the

users gain access the resource (i.e. data files) and what

privilege they have over resources.

4. Data Users (DUs) are entities who requests to access

(read or write) the data files from the mobile cloud.

Each user is assigned a set of attributes with respect

to his/her role by the attribute authority.

5. Cloud Storage is a database housing the data out-

sourced by the data owners. The storages are main-

tained by the cloud provider.

6. LW-C-CP-ARBE is an access control system that

consists of a collection of cryptographic algorithms

for supporting authentication, authorization, key man-

agement, and policy management function for out-

sourced data. The system manages the user decryption

keys UDKs) of all users. In our system, UDKs are

delivered to the users upon their access.

7. Proxy is a semi-trusted server responsible for data

decryption and re-encryption. In our design, proxy

server has its own PKI key pair and is installed with

X.509 certificate used for authentication with other

system modules.

As displayed in Fig. 1, DOs send encrypted data and

encrypted policies to the cloud by interfacing with the

LW-C-CP-ARBE. In LW-C-CP-ARBE, we extend the

CP-ABE scheme and develop more supporting protocols to

support both read and write access with the preserved data

privacy and secure policy sharing in the mobile cloud envi-

ronment. The relying parties (DOs, DUs, Proxy) can call the

functions from LW-C-CP-ARBE to execute the crypto oper-

ations (key generation, encryption, decryption). The system

manages the user decryption keys (UDKs) generated from

the attributes issued by AAs in the way that all UDKs are

delivered to the users upon their access. Hence, DUs do not

need to hold their UDKs, they are only responsible to retain

the private key issued by the CA. This supports flexibility and

scalability of user key management.

In the mobile cloud access control system, we introduce

the proxy to perform the heavy crypto operations (decryption,

re-encryption) of CP-ABE. When there is a re-encryption

request, the proxy will check the privilege of user through

the encrypted access control policies sent by the LW-C-CP-

ARBE. If the user has the write privilege, he/she can use their

mobile devices to update and re-encrypt the data efficiently

with the assistance of the dedicated proxy and our LW-C-CP-

ARBE. The proxy is issued a key pair and X.509 certificate

that are used for authentication when it is communicated with

other entities. Hence, the trust of the proxy located in the

cloud is assured by the PKI technology.

B. LW-C-CP-ARBE CONSTRUCT

In this section, we present the cryptographic construct of our

LW-CP-CP-ARBE. Basically, bilinear map is a major con-

struct in our system setup and user key generation protocol.

In our scheme, the proposed cryptographic algorithms are
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TABLE 1. Notations used in our model.

developed based on the extension of the original CP-ABE [1].

The notations used in our model are shown in Table 1.

Our model consists of five major phases including Sys-

tem Setup, Key Generation, Encryption, Decryption, and Re-

encryption. Table 1 presents a list of notations used in our

model.

1) PHASE 1: SYSTEM SETUP

This phase consists of the following six algorithms run by the

AA or data owner.
1. CreateAttributeAuthority(k) → PKk , SKk , PKx.k . This

algorithm takes as input an attribute authority ID(k).

The algorithm chooses a bilinear group G0 of prime

order p with generator g. Next it will choose two ran-

dom α, β ∈ Zp. The public key is computed as:

PKk =
{

G0, g, h = gβ , f = g
1
β , e(g, g)α

}

.

Note that f is used only for delegation), and the secret

key SKk is (β, gα) .The algorithm also publishes public

attribute keys (PKx,k ) for all attributes issued by the Ak .

2. CreateRole(SKk , Rid ,) →ULRid . The CreateRole algo-

rithm is used to create a role in the system. It takes as

inputs attribute authority’s secret key (SKk ), Role (Rid ).

It returns user list (ULRid ) of users who qualify to the

role Rid and stored in the database UL.

3. UserRegister(uid, Certuid ). The UserRegister algo-

rithm is used to bind the users to the specific role.

It takes as input userID (uid) and user’s certificate

(Certuid ), then it updates UL so that if uid has a role

Rid , then uid is contained in ULRid .

4. CreateGrouproleParameterGRP()→ GRP. The Create

GroupRole parameter algorithm first collects all user

list ULRid and concatenates them. GRP will be recom-

puted by either taking a new user uid to the Rid (add

a new user) or remove revoked a user uid from Rid
(revoke a user).

5. EncACP(PKaid , ACPPE , ACPPid ) → ACPENCpid . This

algorithm is used to encrypt the access control policies.

It takes as inputs authority public key PKk , encryp-

tion policy ACPPE which is a simple CP-ABE policy

containing data owner role and proxy role attribute,

and access control policy ACPPid . Then it returns an

encrypted ACPENC .

6. CreateFileProfile(Fileid ,ACPPid ,ACP
ENCpid ) → File

ProfileTable. The FileProfileTable algorithm is created

to maintain the encryption profile of all files shared in

the system. Each file is encrypted with the ACPPid and

each corresponding ACPPid has its encrypted form.

2) PHASE 2: KEY GENERATION

This phase is run by the AA. The UserKeyGen algorithm is

used to generate the user decryption key (CP-ABE decryption

key). The details of the algorithm is detailed as follows.

UserKeyGen(Suid,k , SKk , Certuid ) →EDKuid,k . The

KeyGen algorithm consists of two sub-modules:

(1) UDKGen. It takes as input a set of attributes (Suid,k )

that describes the uid’s user decryption key, attribute

authority’s secret key (SKk ), and Certuid of user uid

issued by a CA, then it returns the set of user decryp-

tion key (UDKs).

For each user uid, the AA,Ak chooses a random r and

rj ∈ Zp, for each attribute j ∈ SAk . Then the user

decryption key (UDKuid .k ) is computed as:

UDKj,k =
(

D = g(αk+r)/βk ,Ai∈S :

Di = gr .H (i)ri ,D′
i = gri

)

.
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(2) EDKGen. The algorithm takes public key certifi-

cate of users (Certuid ) issued by CA to encrypt the

UDKid .k . The encryption function is expressed as:

ENC RSA

(

Certuid ,UDK uid,k ) ≡ EDKuid,k

3) PHASE 3: ENCRYPTION

The encryption function is either performed by data owners

or users having write privilege. This phase performs two

encryption layers and secret seal encryption. It accommo-

dates following algorithms:

ENC(PKk , R, M, ACPPid , Certuid )→SCT. The encryption

algorithm performs the following steps as follows:

(1) Encrypt Message M : the algorithm first generates

random value R which is combined into M , then M′

is obtained. The encryption function is described as

follows.

GenR (R {rs1, r s2, . . . rsn}) → R 1

Combine (R1,M ) = M ′

Hereafter, the following CP-ABE encryption algo-

rithm takes as inputs authority public key PKk , access

control policy ACPPid , and data M′. Then it returns a

ciphertext CT.

M ′ 7→ ENCCP−ABE

(

PKk ,A CPPid ,M
′
)

≡ CT

(2) EncryptCT: The algorithm used to encrypt the cipher-

text using AES encryption defined as:

CT 7→ ENCAES(SS 1,CT ) ≡ SCT

The cyphertext is sealed (encrypted) by the symmetric

encryption algorithm referred as secret seal (SS1).

SS1 is calculated from the hash value of GRP.

(3) Encrypt R: The algorithm takes the session key SS2 to

encrypt R1 using AES encryption algorithm defined

as:

R1 7→ ENCAES(SS 2,R1) ≡ R′

Then SCT||R′ is sent to be stored at cloud security

manager server.

(4) Encrypt SS1||SS2: For the final encryption step,

SS1||SS2 is encrypted with Certuid and the encrypted

secret seal (ESS) based on RSA encryption as follows:

SS 7→ ENCRSA (Certuid , S SI1‖SS2) ≡ ESS

4) PHASE 4: DECRYPTION

The decryption phase is done by the mobile users and the

proxy.

DEC(GSKuid ,SCT||R
′, ESS, EDKuid .k ) → M . The algo-

rithm takes as inputs global user secret key GSKuid and a

set of encrypted elements including sealed ciphertext SCT

and encrypted random number R′, encrypted secret seal ESS,

encrypted user decryption key EDKuid .k . The decryption pro-

cess consists of the following steps.

It first requires the mobile user to decrypt ESS and SCT|| R′

based on the following RSA decryption algorithm and AES

decryption algorithm respectively.

(1) Decrypt ESS and R′.

SS 1, S S2 = DECRSA (GSKuid ,E SS)

R1 = DECAES

(

SS 2,R′
)

After the above functions are run, CT, SS1, SS2, and

R1 are obtained. Then, the user needs to decrypt the

EDKuid,k based on the RSA decryption algorithm as

follows.

DECRSA

(

GSKuid ,E DKuid,k

)

≡ UDKuid,k

(2) Generate Random number R2

The algorithm randomly chooses a set of random

seeds rs as input and generates secure random

number R2.

GenR (R {rs1, r s2, . . . rsn}) → R2

Then, R2 is applied toUDKuid,k based on the function

below.

Combine
(

R2,U DKuid,k

)

= UDK ′
uid,k

In this step, R2 is assigned with a ticket number(tkno)

and it is sent to the LW-C-CP-ARBE system. Before

storing R2 into the system, it is padded with the 8-bit

random before the first bit and after the last bit of R2

string. Then, the user runs RSA encryption algorithm

taking the proxy’s certificate to encrypt theUDK′
uid,k

and SS1 to produce encrypted credent key (ECK).

ENCRSA(Certproxuid , UDK
′
uid,k , tkno||SS1) ≡ ECK

Then, ECK and CT are sent to the proxy server.

(3) Decrypt CT The proxy is assumed to perform the

functionswithout the knowledge of each function. The

decryption is conducted in order as follows.

3.1 Decrypt ECK and SS1

The proxy runs the RSA decryption by using its

private key to obtain UDK′
uid,k , tkno.,and SS1.

DECRSA

(

GSKProx,U DK ′
uid,k,, t kn0.‖SS1

)

≡ UDK ′
uid,k,, kno.‖SS 1

3.2 Remove R2 from UDK′
uid,k

The proxy requests R2 from the LW-C-CP-ARBE

system by giving the ticket no. it received and then

the system returns the completeR2 (with its padding)

to the proxy.

3.3 Remove(R2, UDK′
uid,k ) = UDKuid,k

The function Remove is configured to realize the

padding term and takes the actual R2.

3.4 Decrypt SCT

CT = DECAES(SS 1, S CT )
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3.5 Decrypt CT

M ′ = DECCP−ABE

(

CT ,U DKuid,k

)

If the set of attributes S in UDKuid,k satisfies the ACP

encrypting the CT, the algorithm returns the message

M′.

Then M′ is sent back to mobile user.

(4) Themobile user runs the following function to remove

R from M′ and then M is obtained.

The function is defined as:

M = Remove(R1,M ′)

5) PHASE 5 RE-ENCRYPTION

This phase is run by the data owner or users who have write

access privilege. Once the data is updated, it needs to be

re-encrypted and uploaded to the cloud. Here, the proxy first

checks the privilege of the user who requests for data re-

encryption. The procedure for privilege checking is detailed

as follows:

(1) User signs the request for re-encryption

ReEncReq<userid,fileid> with her private key and

sends it to LW-C-CP-ARBEsystems.

(2) LW-C-CP-ARBE checks the authenticity of the users

and policy used to re-encrypt the updated file.

(3) LW-C-CP-ARBE calls the proxy to perform

re-encryption and sends the ACPENCpid corresponding

to the file to be re-encrypted to the proxy.

(4) A proxy verifies privileges of the user by using its

ProxKpid to decrypt the ACPENCpid and checks the

privilege of the user role in the ACP. If the user has

the write privilege, the user is allowed to run function

(1) under the Enc algorithm while function (2) and (3)

are done by the proxy. For the re-encryption process,

function (4) is not required since R1, SS1 and SS2 do

not need to be changed.
We offload related CP-ABE decryption and re-encryption

which are expensive operations to the proxy while the mobile

user executes the lightweight cost of symmetric crypto func-

tions. For mobile users, they only deal with the cost of

encryption and decryption of the key, and cost of taking the

random value out of the intermediate ciphertext. These costs

are typically small; therefore, the solution is practical for

data sharing in MCC environment. In addition, our scheme

allows data user can update and re-encrypt the data with an

optimized re-encryption cost.

We use symmetric encryption as another encryption layer

over the ciphertext encrypted by the CP-ABE because we

need to minimize the cost of user revocation in the system.

In our scheme, if any user is revoked, only the symmet-

ric encryption layer is required to be updated and thus the

CP-ABE encryption and the CP-ABE keys in the system are

not affected. The change of symmetric key is done by the

system and all keys are encrypted by the users’ public keys

automatically.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

This section gives the discussion of security analysis of

LW-C-CP-ARBE based on security assumptions and security

constructs given in section 3 and section 4.

A. SECURITY MODEL

In this article, the proof of security is a game-based. Since our

scheme is based on CP-ABE, the detailed proof of its security

can be referred to the original CP-ABE [1], [12].

In the cloud computing environment, we assume that data

owners are fully trusted. The users are assumed to be dishon-

est, i.e., they may collude to access unauthorized data. It is

also assumed that the adversary can corrupt authorities only

statically, but key queries can be made adaptively. The attack

of the security can be done by an adversary requesting a key

from the attribute authority.

The security model of our proposed system is defined as

follows between an adversary A and a challenger C :

1) SETUP

The simulator generates a key pair and receives a key pair

from a CA. For uncorrupted authorities in SA -S
′
A the chal-

lenger C runs CreateAttributeAuthority algorithm and gives

a public keys PK to the adversary A. For corrupted authorities

S′
A, the challenger sends both the public keys and secret keys

to adversary A.

Phase1: The adversary submits (Suid .k , Certuid ) to the

challenger, where Suid .k is a set of attributes belonging to an

uncorrupted authority AAk . The challenger gives the corre-

sponding user decryption keys UDK to the adversary A.

2) CHALLENGE

Adversary A submits two challenge messages m0 and m1 to

the simulator. The simulator flips a fair binary coin ν, and

returns an encryption of mν . The ciphertext is computed as

follows:

CT = (ACP, Ĉ = mνZ ,CT = hs, ∀y ∈ Y : Cy = gqy (0),

C ′
y = H (att(y))qy(0) ) where γ is a chosen set of attributes.

If µ = 0 then z = e(g, g)αs.. Therefore, the ciphertext is a

valid random encryption of message mν .

Otherwise, if µ = 1 then z = e(g, g)z.. We then have,

Ĉ = mν e(g, g)
z.. Since z is random, Ĉ will be a random

element of G1 from the adversaries view and the message

contains no information about mν .

Phase 2: The simulator performs as it did in Phase 1.

Guess Adversary A submits a guess of ν′ of ν.

The advantage of A in this game is defined as:

ADVA = Pr
[

v = v′
]

− 1/2.

�

Definition 5: Our LW-C-CP-ARBE scheme is secure if

all polynomial time adversaries have at most a negligible

advantage in the above game.

Theorem 1: Suppose there is no polytime adversary who

can break the security of CP-ABE with nonneglible advan-
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tage; then there is no polytime adversary who can break our

system with nonnegligible advantage.

Proof:Aswe have shown how the adversary A has nonneg-

ligible advantage against our scheme. Similar to A, we show

how the adversary B, is built to break the CP-ABE scheme

with nonnegligible advantage. The adversary B can play

a similar game with the CP-ABE scheme to make private

queries during the game to get the private keys in the CP-ABE

scheme.

3) INITIALIZATION

The adversary B takes the public key of the authority k,

PK’k = G0, g, h = gβ , f = g
1
β , e (g, g)α , and the corre-

sponding secret key (β, gα) . is unknown to the adversary.

Setup. The adversary B gets our public parameters from

PK’ as PKk = G0, g, h = gβ , f = g
1
β , e (g, g)α , then the

public key PKk is given to the adversary.

Phase 1: B answers private key queries. Suppose the adver-

sary is given a user decryption key query for a set of attributes

S where S does not satisfy ACP. Here, B makes a query for

obtaining UDK for the same set S twice. Then, B obtains two

different UDKs as follows.

UDKuid,k =
(

D = g(αk+r)/βk ,Ai ∈ S :

Di = gr .H (i)ri ,D′
i = gri

)

.

UDK ′
uid,k =

(

D = g(αk+r
′)/βk ,Ai ∈ S :

Di = gr ′ · H (i)ri ,D′
i = gri

)

.

where i’s are attributes from S, and r, r′,ri, r
′
i are random

number in Zp. With UDKuid,k and UDK′
uid,k , B can obtain

βgr−r
′/, and chooses random number ti, ti,j ∈ Zp. Let

r∗ = ti − ri and r ′′ = ti,j - r
′
i . Then B derives the UDK

requested by A asUDK∗ = (D = g(αk+r
′)/βk, D = g(αk+r)/βk ,

D = g(αk+r)/βk ,Ai ∈ S :Di = gr
∗
.H (i)r

′′
i ,D′

i = gr
′′
i ). Then,

the UDK is returned to the adversary A.

4) CHALLENGE

When A decides that Phase 1 is over, it outputs an access

policy ACP and two messages m0 and m1, which it wishes

to be challenged. B gives the two messages to the challenger,

and is given the challenge ciphertext CT. Then B computes

the challenges ciphertext for A from CT as CT ∗. Finally,

the challenge ciphertext CT ∗ is returned to the adversary A.

Phase 2. Amakes queries not issued in Phase 1. B responds

as in Phase 1.

Guess. Finally, it outputs a guess ν′ ∈ {1,0}, and then B

concludes its own game by generating ν′. According to the

above security model, the advantage of the adversary B is:

ADVA =
∣

∣Pr
[

v = v′
]

− 1/2
∣

∣ = ADVB

Hence, B has nonnegligible advantage against the

CP-ABE, which completes the proof of the theorem.

In addition to the Theorem 1 and its proof provided, we also

provide the Theorem 2 to substantiate the strength of our

cryptographic algorithm.

Theorem 2:An attacker cannot recover a plaintext by using

only a decryption key generated from the (corrupted) attribute

authority.

Proof: As for the data security encrypted in the CP-ABE

method, the CP-ABE key generation, encryption and decryp-

tion process are thus secure. The difference between this work

and CP-ABE is the way of managing user decryption keys.

In LW-C-CP-ARBE, all UDKs are not broadcasted to the

users. Instead, we use public key encryption to encrypt the

UDKs and they will be stored in the cloud server. The security

of UDKs is thus relied on the private key hold by the user.

In our scheme, SS is not used to directly protect the data

file, it can be changed when the data owner updates a file

or there is a case of user revocation. Even though the proxy

knows SS, it cannot be used to access the encrypted data.

Without cryptographic random number, the attacker cannot

access the plaintext of data outsourced.

B. CONFIDENTIALITY OF ACCESS CONTROL POLICIES

In our scheme, we allow policies to be shared and used by the

users having write privilege for data re-encryption. All access

polices are encrypted with the traditional CP-ABE [19]. Only

the legitimate proxy can invoke the encrypted policy for the

decryption process. Therefore, they are secured even they

are stored in the cloud server. This reduces the storage and

maintenance cost at data owner side. To invoke the policies,

the proxy will run the relevant function to use the policies as

a part of re-encryption process.

C. TRUST OF THE PROXY

The trust of the proxy is guaranteed by the PKI authen-

tication as the proxy is installed with its key pair and

the certificate. The communication between relying parties

(LW-C-CP-ARBE, proxy, and users) and the proxy are veri-

fied the authenticity based on X.509 certificate. In addition,

the decryption package is encrypted with the proxy’s public

key. Therefore, the cloud cannot pass the ciphertext and

collude with other DUs to perform data decryption.

In our scheme, the original plaintext M is combined with

the pseudorandom number R1 before it is encrypted with

CP-ABE. Therefore, the proxy itself cannot gain access to the

original plaintext even it is given with the decryption key. The

intermediate decryption result will be reverted to the mobile

user for the final decryption.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

This section presents the performance analysis in three

parts including functionality analysis, efficiency analysis, and

experimental analysis.

A. FUNCTIONALITY ANALYSIS

Table 2 presents a comparison of the general functionali-

ties of our LW-C-CP-ARBE and related schemes including

Li et al.’s scheme [2], Wang et al.’s scheme [20], and

N. H. Sultan et al.’s scheme [29]. Generally, our

LW-C-CP-ARBE and N.H. Sultan et al.’s scheme provide
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TABLE 2. Functionality comparison.

access control for the collaborative data sharing environ-

ment where multiple users from different organizations can

access the outsourced data shared by any data owner; while

the access control model proposed in [2] and [20] sup-

port multiple users from the single organization. Impor-

tantly, all schemes provide a lightweight decryption on an

end-user side. However, only N.H. Sultan et al.’s scheme

relies on the private cloud to assist the public cloud during

outsourced decryption while other schemes do not require the

private cloud. For the effect of data update, Li et al.’s scheme

and Wang et al.’s scheme require full re-encryption by the

data owner and the proxy, while N.H. Sultan et al.’s scheme

requires re-encryption by the data owner, proxy in the private

cloud, and public cloud. For our LW-C-CP-ARBE, it allows

users having write privilege to do a partial re-encryption and

most of encryption processes are done by the proxy. Also,

in our scheme, a list of access control policies is encrypted

stored in the cloud, while other methods have no this feature.

Hence, overall our scheme can support real-world collabo-

rative data sharing with optimized overhead of decryption at

the user side and enable data owner to securely and flexibly

manage access control policies in the cloud.

B. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

For the efficiency analysis, we analyze the computation cost

of encryption and decryption of the our LW-C-CP-ARBE

and related outsourced cryptographic schemes.We especially

focus on the major cost of exponentiation and pairing opera-

tion of each scheme that occur at data owner, user, and cloud

side. Especially, minimizing the decryption cost at the client

side is the core target of most schemes. Table 3 presents

the comparison of computation cost of our scheme and

Li et al.’s scheme [2], Wang et al.’s scheme [20], and

N. H. Sultan et al.’s scheme [29].

In order to simplify the representation of computation cost

of each scheme, we define the following notations.

|AU |: The number of attributes contained in the UDK.

|TA|: The number of leaf nodes in access control policy.

EG0, EG1 : The size of element in G0 and G1 groups.

G0: Exponentiation operation in group G0

G1: Exponentiation in group G1

Ge: Pairing operation in group G0

Gm: Multiplication operation in group G0

Rd : Random decryption over the message or ciphertext

nc: number of attributes associated with the ciphertext

Zp: The group {0,1,. . . , p-1} multiplication modulo p

In essence, computation cost is the most important over-

head all approaches have focused on. As can be seen from

Table 3, Li et al.’s scheme applied symmetric encryption to

improve the performance of ciphertext encryption and then

used CP-ABE to encrypt the symmetric key. This scheme

renders more computation for G0 and Gm on mobile client.

In [20], there were more complexity in outsourcing

provider as key generation, encryption, and decryption were

offloaded to the provider. Mobile clients need to compute the

random component of the intermediate ciphertext obtained

from the proxy. The computation cost at the user side com-

prises three parts: the decryption information cost, the blind

key generation cost, and the checking cost. Here, the first

two costs are 3G1 and G0,and the checking cost is 2Ge, blind

key generation (G1 + G0), and verification cost on Ge. The

complexity is propositional to the number of key components

that will be computed in each process as well.

In [29], the encryption operation is done by the data owner

by using role-based encryption that deals with the number

of attributes or roles and the number of exponentiations on

G0 and G1. For the decryption cost, the user deals with three

exponentiation operations, while other associated decryption
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TABLE 3. Computation cost comparison.

FIGURE 2. Comparison of Encryption Time and Decryption Time.

operations such as authentication, key search and partial

decryption are performed by the public cloud and private

cloud.

In our LW-C-CP-ARBE, the data owner initially encrypts

the data and outsourced to the cloud. The encryption cost

is based on the size of policy or the number of attributes

in the policy and the exponentiation on G0. If there is any

re-encryption request due to the data update, the proxy is

allowed to fully take the encryption cost. For the decryption,

the computation cost of CP-ABE is fully offloaded to the

proxy server while the random decryption is only done at

the mobile client side. Regarding the communication cost,

the proxy directly gets the ciphertext and the cryptographic

key components from the LW-C-CP-ARBE system which

both they are in the cloud system. The major communication

for decryption and re-encryption thus mainly occurs in cloud.

Only the intermediate ciphertext is sent out to the mobile

user for final decryption. Thus, our LW-C-CP-ARBE renders

more competitive cost of decryption than other schemes.

C. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

For the experimental analysis, we chose [2] and [20] for com-

parison as they are based on CP-ABE. For the experimental

setting, we use Open SSL as a core PKI service to generate

key pairs to users and system entities.

The core CP-ABE toolkit and Java Pairing-Based Cryptog-

raphy [30] are used to implement [2] and [20].We conduct the

test on Intel(R)Xeon(R)-CPU E5620, 2.40GHz with Ubuntu

Linux. The mobile device is Samsung Galaxy S7 Qualcomm

Snapdragon 820 Octa Core 2.3 GHz, RAM 4 GB with

Android 6.0 (Marshmallow).

To measure the encryption time, we use a server to run all

the encryption process of these three schemes. We compare

the computation efficiency of both encryption and decryption

in two criteria: number of attributes in the policy is 5 attributes

and size of data/ciphertext is 30 KB. As can be seen from

Figure 2a and Fig. 2b, the overhead of encryption operation is

proportional to the number of attributes contained in the pol-

icy and the size of data to be encrypted. Wang et al.’s scheme

provides less encryption time compared to ours and Li et al.’s

scheme. This is because Wang et al.’s scheme relies on the

only CP-ABE operation while the data encryption mecha-

nism of LW-C-CP-ARBE and Li et al.’s scheme is based

on two encryption layers including symmetric encryption

and CP-ABE. The encryption cost of our proposed scheme

provides slightly higher cost than [2] since our approach

applies random number to encrypt the message before it is

encrypted with the CP-ABE.

For the decryption, we compare the total decryption time

taken by the proxy and mobile client. As illustrated in Fig.2c

and Fig.2d, our proposed scheme requires less computation

time than [2] and [20] when the number of attributes in

the policy and ciphertext size is increased. In our scheme,

the mobile client only deals with the random decryption;

hence our scheme can ensure a constant decryption cost at

the user side. In contrast, Li et al.’s scheme requires mobile

device to run partial CP-ABE decryption to get the symmetric

key to decrypt the ciphertext. InWang et al.’s scheme, the user

needs to deal with partial exponentiation on the random
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FIGURE 3. Re-encryption cost.

component of the intermediate ciphertext. Accordingly, our

scheme renders advantage for the efficiency of decryption at

mobile client side as even the number of attributes rises to 64,

the decryption time is lower than 1.5 s.

Finally, we also compare the re-encryption cost caused

from revocation of our LW-C-CP-ARBE with [2] and [20].

Basically, the revocation cost is evaluated by the total time

required to complete the revocation. When the user or

attribute is revoked, all ciphertexts can be accessed by

the revoked user are required to be re-encrypted. Thus, the

re-encryption of ciphertext is the most expensive cost of the

revocation. Figure 3 presents the comparison of ciphertext

re-encryption cost resulting from user revocation of three

schemes. In the test, we varied the number of ciphertexts

(re-encryption requests) required to be re-encrypted. Exper-

imentally, the policy that contains 5 attributes is used to

re-encrypt files having 30-KB size in average.

As can be seen fromFigure 3, our LW-C-CP-ARBEoutper-

forms [2] and [20] for optimizing the cost of revocation. This

is because both schemes need to re-encrypt all ciphertexts that

has ever been accessed by the revoked users. Hence, the cost

of re-encryption is propositional to the number of affected

ciphertexts. In our scheme, only the outer layer of symmetric

encryption (a secret seal SS1) needs to be re-encrypted while

the inner layer which is a CP-ABE encryption does not get the

effect. When the number of revoked users or attributes grows

higher, this advantage becomes more obvious.

To sum up, the experimental results indicate that

LW-C-CP-ARBE offers practical solution that provides com-

petitive cost with other outsourced decryption schemes.

Especially, the scheme renders acceptable cost of data

decryption occurred in mobile device. It also performs better

in user or attribute revocation operations.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this article, we have presented a LW-C-CP-ARBE support-

ing write access with lightweight decryption for outsourced

data in collaborative mobile cloud computing. We presented

the algorithms used to support secure access control together

the introduced proxy-based re-encryption to securely and

efficiently support secure policy sharing for re-encryption

performed by users having write access. Our scheme min-

imizes the computation overhead from mobile devices to a

proxy server, thus the scheme is efficient for implementation

in mobile cloud environment. We also discuss the security

properties of LW-C-CP-ARBE.

Finally, we provided a performance analysis to demon-

strate the feature and efficiency comparison of our scheme

and related works. We conducted the experiments to evaluate

the encryption, decryption, and re-encryption performance of

LW-C-CP-ARBE and related MCC works. The results reveal

that our proposed scheme is efficient and practical for real

deployment in mobile cloud environment. For future work,

we will conduct larger scale of experiments and consider

employing multi-proxy in serving the concurrent accesses.

Also, we will figure out the way of outsourcing encryption

that allows mobile users can encrypt the data and upload to

the cloud.
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